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U niversal serial bus (USB) tech-
-

troduced in 1995, it has since be-
come ubiquitous in a wide array 

of consumer products that now have a USB 
connection. The original rationale for USB 
was to provide a replacement for legacy 
ports on a computer and make adding pe-
ripheral devices quick for end users. Some 
of these peripherals include mice, printers, 
telephones, keyboards, modems, scanners, 
video cameras, storage devices, audio de-
vices, and digital still-image cameras. 

The growth rate of USB has been 

-

2010-2014 Forecast,’ that the 2011 USB 
installed base is 10+ billion units world-
wide and growing at 3+ billion units an-

Over the years there have been a 
number of versions of USB specs re-
leased. Revision 1.0, rolled out on Jan. 15, 
1996, showcased a low-speed transfer rate 
of 1.5 Mbit/s and a full speed transfer rate 
of 12 Mbit/s. Key feature of Revision 2.0, 
announced on April 27, 2000, was adding 
a high-speed transfer rate of 480 Mbit/s.

More than eight years later—Nov. 17, 
2008—Revision 3.0, was introduced, which 
brought a number of performance enhance-
ments to the USB standard while simulta-
neously providing backward compatibility 
for peripherals still using Revision 2.0.

to provide an avenue for discussing ideas/

concepts to advance/adopt USB technol-
ogy, refers to USB 3.0 as “SuperSpeed 

-
tages, some of which include:

Gbit/s)

time)

third the power of USB 2.0, which 

twice as much power to charge de-
vices faster)

more than 200 new USB 3.0 devices. Two 

USB media player.

-
roads by the end of 2011 and leading into 
Q1/2012. This is being accelerated by the 
narrowing price difference between 2.0 

72 million USB 3.0 host controllers by 
the end of 2011.

million USB 3.0 motherboards by the 
end of 2011.

and 4-port host controllers. Host con-
trollers are usually added to mother-

-
encing sharp competition among ven-

As USB 3.0 deployment continues, 
vendors continue to unveil various prod-
ucts to help verify the accuracy of USB 3.0 

engineers verify USB 3.0 and 2.0 inter-

providing a graphical view of protocol traf-

patterns and they can then switch to a de-
tailed view of packet information.

Another company, Total Phase, which 
provides various embedded systems tools, 
has been marketing its Beagle USB 5000 

captures/displays USB 3.0 data in real-

Mac OS X.
So will USB 3.0 continue to grow in 

-

introduced last February, is a high-speed 
-

tel and Apple that transfers data between 

10 gigabits/second. 

USB: 3.0 Taking Hold and 
Gearing for the Future



-

—so widespread adoption could grow.
Rob Enderle, who heads up market 

that Thunderbolt and USB 3.0 fall into 
two classes.  

“Thunderbolt is a super port that can 
connect to a hub and also passes through 

preferred because the port real estate is so 
limited. Right now there aren’t that many 
Thunderbolt accessories and only Apple 
has adopted it widely.  USB 3.0 is best for 
storage or video capture and can be con-
nected through a Thunderbolt hub.  Thun-
derbolt likely will be a huge differentiator 
for thin notebooks but doesn’t really do 
much for desktop computers yet because 
they typically don’t need hubs. “  

USB 3.0 may also change the secu-
rity space. Ed Moyle, principal analyst 

transfer speed is likely to make folks want 

“Given the new/better options for 
data encryption, that change could be a 

-
ing to add that functionality—if they’re 
provisioning USB storage, they might 
now choose to select a product that has 
onboard encryption capability at the same 
time,” said Moyle.

Tom Starnes, senior analyst for Ob-
-

sign itself is cumbersome—what he calls 
“awkward compatibility.”

“The shoulders on some USB plugs 
and devices prevent insertion in some de-
vices and if you try to stack them or put 
them in too tight a space, then they don’t 

for TechKnowledge Strategies, added that 
although USB 3.0 doesn’t offer as much 

they supply in notebooks—an important 
development as the industry continues to 
develop thinner, sleeker models.

continued USB 3.0 market adoption. 

77 million USB 3.0 products will be sold 

“These new solutions will help contribute 

A Unified Approach to Power
There are a number of issues related 

to delivering power over a USB connec-
tion. USB 1 and USB 2.0 do have a lim-

±5% over a single wire in the cable. When 

the current available is limited to what is 

known as a “unit load,” which for USB 2.0 
is 100 mA and for USB 3.0 150 mA. More 
than one unit load may be available, up to 
500 mA if that amount of current is avail-
able on the bus. 

two types: bus-powered and self-powered 
(i.e., with a separate plug-in adapter). A 
bus-powered hub supplies only one unit 
load to a device, although multiple devices 
on that hub can draw one unit load each, 
depending on the power supplied over 
that bus. A self-powered hub obviously 
has more current capacity and can supply 
the needed unit loads to the devices con-

device like a disk drive would require 
more power than could be supplied over 

cable to get the power it needs, but a more 
practical solution would be to connect it to 
a self-powered hub.

With an ever-increasing number of 

PROFILE 0
5V @ up to 1.5A

0 - 7.5W
Default start-up profile - Usage
with existing cables remains here

Requires new
detectable
cables}

0 - 30W

0 - 60W
Limit for Micro-B/AB

0 - 100W
Limit for Standard A/B

PROFILE 1
5V, 12V, 20V @ 1.5A

PROFILE 2
5V, 12V, 20V @ 3.0A

PROFILE 3
5V, 12V, 20V @ 5.0A

FIGURE 1

In USB Power Delivery, source capabilities are organized as profiles. At 
startup, a negotiation process identifies the proper profile and checks to see 
that the proper cable is in place.
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mobile and handheld devices, such as 
smartphones and tablets, there is increas-
ing attention on battery charging. There 
is a move to not only support charging 
battery-powered devices but also to run 
devices requiring higher power in a seam-

-
velopment of charging standards with the 
recent adoption of the USB battery charg-

-
dard target for the design of chargers for 
mobile devices.

The mobile phone industry has also 
taken an initiative by moving to support 
the use of a micro-USB port as a common 
connector for charging phones. While that 
in itself is only a step toward a univer-
sal charging scheme because it does not 

specify all needed aspects such as input 
power, etc., it has led to a large consor-
tium—the GSM Association—to agree 
on a standard charger for mobile phones. 

came to an agreement with manufacturers 

-
tion with the battery charging 1.2 speci-

use the same charger, which will carry the 
USB symbol, for any new phones, greatly 
reducing the number of chargers that will 
need to be manufactured, greatly reducing 
electronic waste.

All this brings us to a new initiative 
that is building on the idea of standard 

-
tual power delivery for devices of up to 

-
cation that is still under development and 

quarter of 2012. Still, a number of its goals 
have been made public. The new Power 

USB 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 as well as the battery 

have the ability to deliver power to sup-
ported devices up to about 100W.

need to be cables capable of carrying the 
increased power. The connectors will be 

system the proper cable is installed. The 
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made to match the host with the consumer 
device. Negotiation takes place over the 

line usage. Thus higher power usage will 
be limited to known cables to eliminate 
the chance of accidents.

such as a display that is actually plugged 

and hub to hosts and other devices con-
nected to it (Figure 2). A different device, 
such as a phone or a laptop, can then act 

the power delivery can be switched with-
out changing the cable direction.

Looking Forward
Although USB 3.0 is currently 

aligned on 5 Gbit/s as the best option for 
cost and performance, the transaction 
and line protocols have been developed 

of 25 Gbit/s. This leaves a path open for 

However, such advancements—like most 
design decisions—will be considered 
against the need of applications for more 

power requirements and cost.

mobile and handheld devices, there are 
also activities underway to investigate en-

-
col capabilities are being considered for 
things like security and the reduction of 
transfer latency in order to anticipate the 
possible needs of future applications. USB 
3.0 is called SuperSpeed today, but that 

-
sible interface and we have not yet seen all 
its possible uses and capabilities.

Power Delivery

USB Data

USB Data

Power Delivery

FIGURE 2

In this example, the display is in the role of the power hub while the phone 
is the USB host. Different configurations are possible independent of which 
device is the power source.

USB SHOWCASE
FEATURING THE LATEST IN USB TECHNOLOGY

UFX RUGGEDrive™ 
Memory Token
USB fl ash drive functionality in 
an ultra-rugged package

  USB 2.0 Hi-Speed interface
  Capacities: 4, 8, 16 & 32GB
  Solid over-molded token--  
impervious to liquids and 
virtually crush-proof

  Unique form factor provides 
increased physical security

  Fixed Vendor ID/Product ID
  Unique serial number
  MIL-STD-810F, IP67-rated 
panel-mount receptacles

  Receptacle cycle life: 50,000
  Receptacles connect to USB 
ports/headers on PC/104 and 
single-board computers using 
standard cables

Datakey Electronics 
Phone: (800) 328-8828
Fax: (952) 746-4061 

E-mail: info@datakey.com
Web: www.datakey.com/RUGGEDrive

USB 3.0 IP Solution 
for FPGA and ASIC
PLDA provides comprehensive 
USB 3.0 design solutions that 
include:

  FPGA and ASIC IP cores 
  Prototyping boards featuring 
the latest Altera and Xilinx 
FPGA

  Reference designs, 
documentation, and acclaimed 
technical support

PLDA 
Phone: (408) 273-4528
Fax: (408) 273-4628

E-mail: sales@plda.com
Web: www.plda.com
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